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November 3, 1906 

Dr. Robert Behnor 
The dcehivilit of the united Steen. 
Washington aeo  D.C. 

Dear Dr. 'Dahmer, 

Persuant to our Oestrorsation this morning, 1 en writing to make forma 
trectu.set to study than photographs and'homys of President Bohm 1 tenuody. I 
undorstead this dotision is nOt yours to make end that you will forward  V request 
through VePropristo ehannelso  

I ea also taking Ole opportunity to record my belief that the anti?* 
manner in which this evidence. was returns* to government custody has the effect, 
if not the intent, of denying *ogees to it to this* who can and asks use of 
it, to restrict it to times who sfailed to nabs use of it when it was their 
responsibility to do so, end in effect oonst$itutes continued suppression. 

*Kassa of.tho highly omesual nature of Co satire arrangement, I would 
appresiato it if you man_: send me copisa of any or all laws involved, with the 
appropriate, provisions merhOd. If you or anyone else in the gol'oralsout  can  do 
so, I would like an seem* of Os chain of possession of eash'end 'all of thesis 
photographs and Imps imakimird'frost:your prosont custody to the ssemrse. 
reoneat does not seen AM tall within what appears in the press ea.** restrictions 
and limitations lapoled upon Wm "WridOS1011 itself. It also non seems to as to be 
essential that those: of us  researching end writing in this field have what the 
government has denied. is and ivory's* els*, proof that thus has been no jesaibility 
of substitution, .eliminetion. or any kind of tampering. This I regard es additionally 
isportont beestum other trident* was destroyed and tempered tithe  booms* ems of 
it is missing, and tocause the published a...unto of the ambers end kinds of the 
pictures and Xraya are inconsistent 'with the evidence about them. 

As I hate  in she past, I assure you that my interest in this matter has to 
do owolosiwaY with my research and writing in the field and has nothing to do with 
idle curiosity. Ae the sow time, I wont to impress upon ovaries* involved the 
nature of the double standard involved when idontleal ovidonoe relating to the 
murder of Oswald while he was in custody ant which NW to pass only because Shyers-
sent mad* it possible'll et the sew time mad, aosessible to reseershers.' I & so 
went to record my belief that **mess to pathologists is a deception, oven efts r 
rive years, booms* it 1411 have no meaning a) because they will not have tin kind 
of intimate Imowledge of the applicable evidence sad b) boosts, of the tine lag. 

Sincirely yours, 

Harold Totals rg 


